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Passive Fire Protection Services
We have a highly skilled and experienced team providing passive fire
protection services to builders, fire companies and independent customers
including business owners and strata companies. Our services are provided in
Sydney, Central Coast, Newcastle and northern NSW.

Services we provide:
Fire sealing penetrations and

Penetration registers and

certification.

baseline data collation.

Auditing, defect reports and annual
Inspections.

Fire damper inspections, repairs
and installations.

Vermiculite spraying.

Remedial installations.

Why was All Passive Services
Created?
James Taylor has worked in the fire protection industry since 2007 and has worked his
way from field technician to one of the leading passive fire companies in NSW. While
always being involved with passive fire and fire rated building products, it was evident
that there was a large hole in the industry and passive fire was the forgotten fire
measure. Considering the lack of support and knowledge in the fire protection industry
towards passive fire, it was clear that he needed to forget about active fire protection
and concentrate on passive fire protection. James wanted to make sure that these
continuous issue found during annual inspections would be rectified during
construction. He started suppling services to builders anticipating that if it was installed
correctly during construction, then the client/owners of these buildings only need to
maintain these measures. Now they regularly attend site for owners/strata ensuring the
builder has built to code and rectify any defects during their warranty period.
Now All Passive Services provides 9 years of knowledge and experience in a
relatively new and inexperienced industry.

Returning Customers:
Schwartz Family Trust
Central Coast Health
Richard Crookes
Lend Lease
Red Eye Constructions
Adept Fire

Core Projects
Mars Constructions
Basebuilt
Binah Constructions
Steven Constructions
PMC Constructions

Datacom Fire

Faircloth & Reynolds

Form1 Fire

Taylor Constructions

APS Plumbing

Trane Technologies

SKE Electrical

BCS Strata

Air Extreme
Airmaster

Platinum Strata
Strata Choice

